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Stepper Motor Driver of CAN Interface 

(Type NEMA17: 7TCSM4210) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

1.Features 

☆ S curve start and stop 

☆ Miniature design, mounted onto NEMA 17 step motor 

☆ Network distributed control, CAN2.0 networking 

☆ Automatic switching speed mode and position mode 

☆ Current reduce to 50% automatic when inoperation 

☆ The electrical interface is concise，wiring is convenient 

☆ Home position accurately，Home position shedding operation When Reset 

☆ Self-calibration  Home  position 

☆Limit function, Stop automatically when touching limit signal 

☆ Provide PC debugging software、DLL and Embedded source code  

2 Parameters 

2.1 Driver work Parameters 

Parameters DESCRIPTION 

Supply Power DC12V-32V 

Size 42.2×42.2×14.5mm 

Phase Current 0.5A-2A 

Indexer 1、2、4、8、16、32 

Step fre. 20Hz-50KHz 

Storage temp   -20°～85° 

protection  Overheat 、overcurrent 、overload、 Power reverse connection 、CAN interface TVS 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

3. Electrical Interface 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adjust drive current 

Motor Driver is capable of providing maximum 2A per phase drive current 

respectively. A trimmer (potentiometer) is provided to serve this purpose at the 

bottom of the controller, as shown in the following figure. Measuring the 

mapped voltage (Ref) when Motor stop and power on 

 

Mapped voltage “ref” of 0.3 - 1V proportionally represents 0.6 ~ 2A 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Motor terminal kf128-3.81-4P 

User interface KF2EDG-3.81-4P 

IO terminal PH2.0-2×3P 

V+ Supply voltage  DC11V-DC32V 

GND Supply voltage ground GND 

SH Bus cascading signal  CANH 

SL Bus cascading signal  CANL 

 

Vout Power output，connected V+。 

Can also be customized 5V@30mA 

Home PNP In, Support 0-24V 

UP NPN In, Motor forward turn limit signal 

DOWN NPN In, Motor reverse limit signal 

GND Supply voltage  ground  GND 

Ref GND 

Current Adjustment Trimmer 

 



 

 

 

 

 

4. Typical Connection Diagram 

4.1 Typical networking 

☆ The CAN bus is connected to the computer gateway (Ethernet, USB, 

serial port converts to CAN ) 

☆ The CAN bus is connected with the embedded controller 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2 Typical wiring diagram of sensor interface 

It is recommended to use a photoelectric switch (output PNP or push-pull 

output) for precise reference zero，Two limits switch with limit switches (stroke 

switches, micro switches) or other mechanical switches. 

for example： 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

           

 

 

 

In the positioning mode, the two limit switches are optional, but the zero 

photoelectric switch is required 
   



 

5. the Instructions of working and operation mode  

The principle and structure of stepper motor working and its drive forward 

or reverse are as follows: 
         

 

 

         
The work mode can be classified into:Circular and Line. Both ends of the 

actuator are marked as low end (home) and top (maximum position),Mapping 

into steps.(Explanation: the lower end and the top position of the circle motion 

is coincide) 

The motor is defined as the positive direction of the stepping motor from zero 

to the maximum step,The negative direction is opposite.the Work mode can be 

set(CMD13-12). 

Work mode:Reset + location (location mode)、Forward and reverse (velocity 

mode).All can stop the current operation. 

    Reset:Drive stepper motor and a zero detection to complete together.When 

reset,The motor moves towards the low (zero) direction, and the reset is 

completed after touching the switch; 

if  the motor has been zero, will  move a certain distance, and then reset,This 

distance is called the switch off step number 
 
 

         

         

 

 

 

Location:The mechanical position is mapped to the specified number of steps 

which the motor moves. Normal location needs to be reset before 

responding.When it is set to circle motion,The motor will follow the principle to 

the mechanical position mapped by the new step.The motor location process has 

acceleration and deceleration of the S curve.The acceleration curve is as 

follows: 
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S curve parameter： 

start-up period (PlusStartTime) 

Constant speed period (PlusConstantTime) 

Acceleration step (AccSteps) 

Acceleration coefficient (AccCof) 

    According to the actual load, the start-up period, constant speed period and 

acceleration coefficient of the S curve parameters are adjusted for the first time。 

※Warning※：S curve parameters need to meet certain conditions, otherwise the 

starting speed and setting speed will not be consistent. (exp: the x power of 

natural logarithm e, log:e is the logarithm of the bottom) 
 

PlusStartTime- PlusConstantTime < (exp(AccSteps*AccCof/2)+1)*0.95      

AccSteps > log(（PlusStartTime- PlusConstantTime）/0.95 -1) *2/AccCof  

AccCof > log(（PlusStartTime- PlusConstantTime）/0.95 -1)*2/AccSteps   

 

Acceleration coefficient: the smaller the number, the slower the start, the 

more heavy load can be started, or the load can be accelerated to a faster speed, 

and the start time will be longer. 

 

Acceleration step: the larger the value, the slower the start, the more heavy 

load can be started, or the load can be accelerated to a faster speed, and the start 

time will be longer. 

 

Positive inversion: rotation of a certain number of steps from the current 

position, acceleration and deceleration of the S curve. 

 

※Warning※：The above parameters can be adjusted by computer software。 



 

6.CAN bus control command description 

1> Data frame description of CAN bus 

The CAN bus protocol is CAN2.0A, baud rate 125K. The driver's address is: 

0x0C1～ 0x0ff, a total of 63 addresses, default by 0x0C1, can be rewritten by 

software . 

The CAN frame format contains the target CAN device address and 8 byte 

length data. The 8 byte data format is as follows: 

 

Table 1:  format of CAN bus command frame 

 

2> Command code (function code) and parameter description 

      The modules are theoretically used as slave computers, and the following 

commands are sent from the host for parsing instructions 

byte description 

0  The CAN bus address (11bits) high 8bits 

1 Bit[7-5]: The CAN bus address (11bits) low 3bits 

Bit[4-0]: Data frame sequence, when Bit[4-0]=0 is the last frame data of a command: a 

communication command support data length is: 32* (8-2) =192. Generally set to 0. 

2 Bit[7:5]：Type of command code (function code) 

0x00 Broadcast command (no need to return)  CMD_BROADCAST 

0x01 Request command (need to return)      CMD_REQUEST 

0x02 Correct return of request command     CMD_ACK 

0x03 Incorrect return of request command    CMD_NAK 

0x05 No command code                  CMD_NOCMD 

0x06 Command parameter error            CMD_ER_PARA 

Bit[4:0]：Command code (function code), different command code to perform different functions, 

in detail see command code (function code) description table 

 BYTE Half-WORD WORD float Data code description: 

The type of data used is 

inconsistent when 

transmitting different 

parameters. 

3 char[0] ShortDate[0] 

little-endian 

IntDate 

(Little) 

FloatDate 

(Little) 4 char[1] 

5 char[2] ShortDate[1] 

little-endian 6 char[3] 

7 char[4] ByteData 



 

 

Command CAN bus description 

0x00 Communication test command，Ignore its data； 

Return data frame format： 

●The command code is consistent with the receive 

●The type of command code is shown in Table 1 

●The return data code is "font"。IntDate represents the current step，ByteData 

represents the state of the motor。In the positioning mode, the current step 

of the motor is effective only after the motor reset successfully. 

0x01 Motor reset (motor positioning mode), the data code is "font"。IntDate ignore， 

ByteData is as follows： 

● ByteData = 0：Extended command 

● ByteData = 1：Reset completed and return command 

● ByteData = 2：Execute reset ,without returning command 

 The frame format of return data is the same as The frame format of  the 

command 0x00 

0x02 Motor positioning (motor positioning mode), the data code is "font"。IntDate is the 

coordinate of motor positioning step number,ByteData is as follows： 

● ByteData = 0：Extended command 

● ByteData = 1：Positioned and return command 

● ByteData = 2：perform positioning,without returning command 

● ByteData = 3：Extended command 

 note: in positioning mode, the motor must be positioned after the reset is 

successful; otherwise, the position is not executed and the command is returned 

immediately;The return format is the same as the command 0x00 

0x03 The motor turns IntDate steps  in positive direction (speed mode), the data code is 

"font"。 

ByteData is as follows： 

● ByteData = 0/1/2：Extended command 

● ByteData = 3：The motor turns IntDate steps  in positive direction,then returns 

command , The return format is the same as the command 

0x00 

Note: when the drive is connected to the transmission of an unknown,Failure to 

determine the mode of operation does not ensure failure-free reset , at this time, 

The small step of the parameter is rotated to determine the motor direction and 

related parameters. 

0x04 The motor turns IntDate steps  in negative direction (speed mode), the data code 

is "font"。 

ByteData is as follows： 

● ByteData = 0/1/2：Extended command 

● ByteData = 3：The motor turns IntDate steps  in negative direction,then returns 



 

command , The return format is the same as the command 

0x00 

 

Note: when the drive is connected to the transmission of an unknown,Failure to 

determine the mode of operation does not ensure failure-free reset , at this time, 

The small step of the parameter is rotated to determine the motor direction and 

related parameters. 

0x05 The motor stops the current operation (speed mode, positioning mode)，the data 

code is "font"。ByteData is as follows： 

● ByteData = 0：Extended command 

● ByteData = 1：Deceleration stop，The return format after stopping is the same as 

the command 0x00 

● ByteData = 2：Stop immediately，The return format after stopping is the same as 

the command 0x00 

0x13 The operating parameters are set to memory and read。the data code is "font"。 

● ByteData = 14(0xe)：Set the  pulse period[us] of the maximum speed. the data 

code is "font"，IntDate[us]is the pulse period，Depending on the load，The 

value range of the value can be 50-1000; the theoretical value range is 

1-0xffffffff       

Other commands in detail format see others,, and it is recommended that these 

parameters be set up by official tools, the parameters are read and modified 

at runtime 

Other parameters are shown in 6->4 

0x14 The operating parameters are stored from memory to flash。 

3> Description of motor status 

value Description 

0xff Undefined state when booting。When it is not 0xff, the  bits mean different 

meanings 

Bit[2:0] 0x0: Idle state  

0x1: Acceleration state 

0x2: Constant speed state 

0x3: Deceleration state 

Others: spare 

Bit[3] 1: in resetting; 0: not in resetting 

Bit[7:4] 0x1: Reset state error, Zero switch not detected 

0x6: meet with the Up switch in positive direction 

0x7: meet with the Down switch in negative direction 

Others: spare 

 

 

 

 



 

 

4>  Description of motor parameter command code 0x13 

ByteData Description(command code 0x13 of motor parameter) 

0 Setting acceleration steps，IntDate is the step number parameter[1～ the maximum acceleration steps] 

1 Read acceleration steps，Ignore IntDate  

2 Set zero position，IntDate is the step number parameter [1～ 0x7fffffff] 

3 Read zero position，Ignore IntDate 

4 Set maximum position，IntDate is the step number parameter [1～ 0x7fffffff] 

5 Read maximum position，Ignore IntDate 

6 Set Abscission steps，IntDate is the step number parameter [1～ 0x7fffffff] 

7 Read Abscission steps，Ignore IntDate 

8 Set module ID，IntDate 为 ID  [0xC1～ 0xff] 

9 Read module ID，Ignore IntDate 

10 Set Subdivisions ，IntDate 为[1 2 4 8 16 32] 

11 Read Subdivisions，Ignore IntDate 

12 Set work mode，IntDate ia parameter [0～0xff]， 

☆ Bit0-Bit3:Fixed to 0 

☆ Bit4 ：0 Motor lock at freetime ,1 Motor without lock at freetime 

☆ Bit5 ：0 Linear motion ,1 Circle mode 

☆ Bit6 ：0 Zero position switch triggered by high level  1Zero position switch triggered by low level 

☆ Bit7 ：Direction reversal of motor running 

☆ Bit8-Bit31 :Fixed to 0 

13 Read  work mode，Ignore IntDate 

14 Set constant speed pulse period，IntDate is the period [20～ 5000]us  

15 Read  constant speed pulse period，Ignore IntDate 

16 Set start and reset speed pulse period，IntDate is the period [200～ 5000] us 

17 Read start and reset speed pulse period，Ignore IntDate 

18 float；Set acceleration coefficient，FloatDate is the coefficient[0.005～ 0.5] 

19 float；Read acceleration coefficient， 

20 Not supported  

21 Read the maximum acceleration step 3000 

22 float；Set phase current，FloatDateis the coefficient[0.3～ 2.0] ,Not supported for the moment 

23 float；Read phase current  ,     Not supported for the moment 

 



 

7.Packing 

Serial 

number 

Number parts 

1 1 [7TCSM4210] 

2 1 PH2.0-2×3P with line 

3 1 KF128-3.81-4P 

4 4(optional) M3×12 screws ,For non integrated installation 

 



 

Appendix I  Outline dimensions of controller  

The drive is in line with the NEMA17 stepper motor hole position and size. 

 



 

 

Appendix II  Schematic diagram of controller installation  

The controller can be integrated with the 42 stepper motor， and equipped 

with different specifications of 42 stepper motor (height inconsistency) required  

M3 screws 2. 

Integrated with the motor： Recommended to reserve 2 screws of the 

stepper motor.  

※Warning※：Before the driver and the motor are integrated, the output 

phase current of the driver must be adjusted consistently with the rated current 

of the motor! 

 



 

 

 

Parameters Modifiable Operating parameters 

Size          42.2×42.2×14.5mm Can set          CAN.ID 

Phase Current 0.5A-2A  adjustable Subdivisions     1、2、4、8、16、32 

Supply Power   DC12V-32V Working mode   Circular or linear  

Indexer       1、2、4、8、16、32 Acceleration coefficient、Starting 

speed and maximum speed 

Step fre.      Motor free off line 

Home Signal   PNP (0-24V) Step number of reset photoelectric 

switch 

Limit Signal  NPN Motor direction 

CAN interface CAN2.0A Reset to zero trigger level 

Storage temp  -20°～85° Maximum number of steps 

protection circuit:Overheat 、

overcurrent 、overload、 Power reverse 

connection 、CAN interface TVS 
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